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Objectives
The aim of the research was to investigate the effects of uncertain rice supply caused by drought on inventory levels and unfilled customer demand along the rice supply chain in northeast Thailand.

Methodology
A stochastic simulation model was developed to represent various scenarios under climate change. Using historical data from normal and drought years, three different scenarios with respect to rough rice production were analysed.

Key Findings
The results indicate that droughts periodically cause large rice production losses that flow-on to significant supply chain problems. However under current climate the supply chain system accommodates these effects. In contrast, with climate change there are significant stock-outs and unfilled customer demand.

Outcomes
The analysis shows clearly that the performance of the supply chain for Thai rice is affected by the type of climate variability that would be induced by climate change. Higher climate variability with more droughts leads to more fluctuating inventory levels, stock-outs and unfilled customer demand.
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